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(57) ABSTRACT 

A computer-implemented method, computer program prod 
uct, and system for monitoring messages being exchanged at 
runtime between two or more applications via a message 
exchange infrastructure are presented. A scenario definition 
for one or more messages is provided, the scenario definition 
including a number of scenario conditions that are associated 
with a set of scenario attributes related to the message header 
and/or message payload. A message format of the one or more 
messages is enriched at runtime with an associated set of 
scenario attributes. 
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DEFINITION OF AN INTEGRATED NOTION 
OF AMESSAGE SCENARIO FOR SEVERAL 

MESSAGING COMPONENTS 

BACKGROUND 

0001. This disclosure relates generally to message 
exchange systems, and more particularly to message 
exchange scenario definition techniques and systems. 
0002 Message exchange systems, such as SAP AG’s 
exchange infrastructure (XI), are used to integrate external 
systems using proprietary, legacy or standard messaging for 
mats. In SAP's XI, for example, senders and receivers are 
separated from one another, and exchange messages using an 
Integration Server. This separation makes it easier to connect 
systems that are technologically different. Every system that 
can exchange messages with the Integration Server can also 
exchange messages with all other systems that are connected 
to the Integration Server. 
0003 SAP's XI supports direct communication using 
proxies, which are generated in the application systems using 
a description in WSDL (Web Service Description Language). 
XI also supports communication using adapters. In this case, 
interfaces for message exchange are created in the application 
system, or existing interfaces are used. Simple message pro 
cessing on the Integration Server is stateless, e.g., the Inte 
gration Server does not know of any connections between 
Various messages. 
0004 Cross-component integration processes, on the 
other hand, describe related processes, which can use the 
knowledge about messages that have already been processed 
to further control the process (for example, waiting for the 
corresponding response for a message in order to start further 
actions). SAP's XI enables enterprises to model, change, and 
manage these cross-component integration processes cen 
trally. These processes are executed on the Integration Server 
and are included in message processing by configuration. 
0005. After starting with pilot projects for introducing a 
message exchange system in their enterprises, customers 
increasingly use those systems for bigger and more business 
critical scenarios with a large message load. However, mes 
sage exchange systems such as XI are very complex tools 
which only provide a limited means for controlling and moni 
toring. Thus, it is getting more and more difficult to detect 
errors and erroneous situations and to prove that the message 
exchange system is in a healthy state. 
0006 Today's XI or similar system only offers a possibil 

ity to monitor messages by explicitly giving selection criteria 
in the monitors of the different messaging components (inte 
gration server and adapter engine). It does not have a notion of 
a cross-component message scenario where a Subset of all the 
message traffic can be defined according to certain message 
execution attributes. Such a notion is necessary for effective 
use of XI under high message load so that only certain rel 
evant Subsets of the messages can be monitored by dedicated 
users responsible for these message Subsets (e.g. messages 
with high priority). No scenario notion is currently available 
in XI monitoring tools, and therefore relevant messages can 
only be selected explicitly in the different message monitors 
by providing all selection attributes. 

SUMMARY 

0007. In general, this document discusses a system and 
method for providing a mechanism for scenario definition of 
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messages exchanged by a message exchange infrastructure. 
The system and method include mechanisms to enrich a mes 
sage format at runtime with necessary scenario attributes, 
provide selections according to the scenario attributes, and 
integrate the scenario attributes into an aggregation infra 
structure. The system and method enable defining messaging 
scenarios according to message priority, business area, tech 
nical message components, or any other purposes, and pro 
vide aggregated views on these scenarios. 
0008. In one aspect, a computer-implemented method for 
monitoring messages being exchanged at runtime between 
two or more applications via a message exchange infrastruc 
ture is presented. The method includes providing a scenario 
definition for one or more messages, the scenario definition 
including a number of scenario conditions that are associated 
with a set of scenario attributes related to the message header 
and/or message payload. The method further includes enrich 
ing a message format of the one or more messages at runtime 
with an associated set of scenario attributes. 
0009. In another aspect, a system and computer program 
product are presented which execute a method substantially 
as described. This document describes approaches for imple 
menting the message selection and discusses how the require 
ments are fulfilled. The scenarios are distinguished by their 
internal representation, and include direct representation, 
agreement representation, and hash representation. 
0010. The details of one or more embodiments are set 
forth in the accompanying drawings and the description 
below. Other features and advantages will be apparent from 
the description and drawings, and from the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011. These and other aspects will now be described in 
detail with reference to the following drawings. 
0012 FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of a system for 
message-based integration. 
0013 FIG. 2A illustrates a monitoring cockpit. 
0014 FIG. 2B illustrates a two-level navigation structure 
of a monitoring cockpit. 
0015 FIG. 3 shows a message exchange architecture. 
0016 FIG. 4 illustrates another message exchange archi 
tecture to exchange messages that are enriched with 
attributes. 
0017 FIG. 5 illustrates a data model for an agreement 
representation of a message scenario. 
0018 FIG. 6 illustrates a message exchange architecture 
employing an agreement representation for implementing the 
messaging scenario. 
0019 FIG. 7 illustrates a message exchange architecture 
employing a hash representation for implementing the mes 
Saging scenario. 
0020 FIG. 8 illustrates a data model for a hash represen 
tation of a message scenario. 
0021 FIG. 9 illustrates another data model for an alterna 
tive hash representation of a message scenario. 
0022. Like reference symbols in the various drawings 
indicate like elements. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0023 This document describes a system and method for 
defining scenarios for messages exchanged by a message 
exchange infrastructure, for improved message monitoring 
and aggregated views on message execution. 
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0024 FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of a system 100 
for message-based integration. The system 100 include an XI 
110 for collaborative processing among internal components 
(ICs) 102 of an enterprise, and between external components 
(ECs) 104 that communicate to one or more ICs 102 through 
a firewall 105. The ICs and ECs 102 and 104 represent any of 
a number of processes or services and their software and 
hardware, such as Web portals, buying or selling programs, 
electronic mail, business management programs, project 
planning programs, etc., and are preferably Web-based appli 
cations. Each of the ICs/ECs 102, 104 communicates with 
one or more other components according to at least one of a 
number of communication protocols, message formats, or 
standards. 

0025. The XI 110 is a self-contained, modularized mes 
sage exchange platform for driving collaboration and integra 
tion among the ICs/ECs 102, 104. The XI 110 includes a 
central integration repository and directory storing shared 
collaboration knowledge objects. The XI 110 supports open 
standards such as various standard markup languages such as 
XML, WSDL, and SOAP to provide an abstraction of tech 
nical interfaces for the components 102, 104, and for mes 
sage-based communications across heterogeneous compo 
nent interfaces. The self-contained, modularized functions of 
the XI 110 can be provided as one or more Web services based 
on standard Internet technology, and therefore can be pub 
lished, discovered and accessed within a network of compo 
nents 102,104 using open standards. 
0026. A monitoring system and method provides a moni 
toring cockpit 200 (MC), as shown in FIG. 2A. The monitor 
ing cockpit 200 provides a quick and comprehensive over 
view of an XI domain, and a complete overview about the 
state and the healthiness of an XI domain is given on a 'good 
morning page” (GMP) 202, an entry page of the monitoring 
cockpit 200. For completeness and intuitiveness, a drilldown 
from the GMP to all relevant detail monitors or views 204 and 
configuration tools 206 is enabled as schematically shown in 
FIG. 2A 

0027. As shown in FIG. 2B, the GMP 202 provides an 
overall two-level navigation structure with the following 
navigation levels: 
0028 XI domain navigation (Dm): the recorded XI 
domains of the associated system landscape directory 
(“SLD) are shown and can be used for navigation to an 
individual XI domain. The SLD is a database or directory 
where all system components and their installed Software 
components are maintained with their detailed information 
and relationships amongst each other. Whenever an XI 
domain is selected, a component monitor and alert monitor 
are displayed showing the healthiness of the individual XI 
components and the alerts occurred within the XI domain, 
respectively. 
0029 Messaging scenario navigation (Sn): for a selected 
XI domain, all message scenarios are shown that are defined 
for this XI domain by the users of the MC. A messaging 
scenario essentially denotes a Subset of all messages executed 
by the XI messaging components of this domain. The defini 
tion of messaging scenarios will be described in detail below 
by 0037. When a certain messaging scenario is selected a 
message status monitor and a message performance monitor 
are displayed showing the states and the performance data of 
all messages belonging to the messaging scenario in an aggre 
gated way. In one variation, the component monitor and the 
alert monitor do not refer to an XI domain, but to a selected 
message scenario. 
0030 The navigation structure can be represented as a tree 
on the left side of the MC and the individual monitors dis 
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played on the main right part of the screen as shown in the 
FIG.2B, however, other representations can be generated and 
displayed. In the example shown in FIG. 2B, there are m XI 
domains D1, . . . , Dm maintained in the associated SLD, 
where D2 has been selected. Within D2, there are n messaging 
scenarios S1, ..., Sn, where scenario Sn has been selected. 
The arrows show to which XI domain/scenario the individual 
monitors refer. The dotted arrows represent the design variant 
described above. 
0031) Aggregation Views of Scenarios 
0032. As said above, a scenario defines a subset of mes 
sages within an XI domain. For this Subset, certain monitor 
ing visualizations could be defined representing aggregations 
of the scenario: 
0033 Status aggregation: a red, yellow or green traffic 
light (or other visualization) could be displayed according to 
an absolute or relative value of erroneous messages within a 
scenario. 
0034 Performance aggregation: a red, yellow or green 

traffic light (or other visualization) could be displayed 
according to a minimal, average or maximal value of certain 
performance data (message execution time, backlog time) of 
the scenario's messages. 
0035. Definition of Sub-Scenarios 
0036. A hierarchy of scenarios can be defined with more 
specific conditions specified for sub-scenarios. Therefore, the 
Subscenarios denote a Subset of the messages belonging to a 
higher level scenario in the hierarchy. 
0037 Messaging Scenarios 
0038 Messaging scenarios can be defined for a certain XI 
domain and represent a specific Subset of all messages 
executed by the XI domain. There is one canonical default 
messaging scenario called Domain where all messages 
executed by the XI domain belong to. The definition of a 
specific messaging scenario S is conceptually done by a logi 
cal expression in disjunctive normal form as follows: 

0.039 S-C v. C. v . . . v. C. 
where C, are scenario conditions describing message proper 
ties. These conditions refer both to message header attributes 
and message payload attributes and can therefore be written 
as follows: 

0040 (CHACP) v (CHACP)V ... v (CHACP) 
where CH, is a condition on the message header attributes and 
CP, on the message payload. Note that conditions on the 
payload in general require that the message has a certain 
interface and this will be stated in the message header condi 
tion. In contrast, message header conditions are independent 
from message payload conditions so that some or even all 
payload conditions can simply be left out (i.e. set to true). The 
scenario definitions should be definable in a user-specific way 
so that individual users may define their own scenarios. Fur 
thermore, common Scenarios visible for every user should 
also be definable. For a more intuitive handling of scenario 
definitions, individual scenario conditions C, should be stor 
able under a specific name and, thus, can be reusable for 
several Scenario definitions. 

0041 Header Conditions 
0042. To completely describe a message execution with 
respect to the relevant header attributes, at least two execution 
stages of a message must be distinguished: on message arrival 
and after mapping and routing. On message receipt, the mes 
sage header attributes mainly refer to the sender system 
whereas after the mapping/routing steps, the attributes may 
also refer to the receiver system. (Even on message receipt, 
Some receiver attributes may be set, but this special execution 
variant will not be taken into account). The following table 
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gives an overview of the attributes referring to a sender and 
receiver Systems, respectively. 

AttrS: 
attributes referring AttrR: 
to sender system attributes referring to receiver system 

sender qos (SQS) 
Sender agency (SA) 
sender party type (SPT) 
sender party (SP) 
sender service (SS) 
sender interface namespace (SIS) 
sender interface name (SIN) 
sender adapter type (SAT) 
sender channel (SC) 
sender agreement (SAG) 

receiver qos (RQS) 
receiver agency (RA) 
receiverparty type (RPT) 
receiverparty (RP) 
receiver service (RS) 
receiver interface namespace (RIS) 
receiver interface name (RIN) 
receiver adapter type (RAT) 
receiver channel (RC) 
receiver agreement (RAG) 

0043. AttrS is denoted as the set of attributes referring to 
the sender side (SQS, SA, SPT, SPSS, SIS, SIN, SAT, SC and 
SAG) and AttrRas the set of attributes referring to the receiver 
side (RQS, RA, RPT, RP, RS, RIS, RIN, RAT, RC or RAG). 
0044) A header condition CH, can be implemented by a 
table entry with a column attribute for each of the attributes 
above. Each attribute of a header condition may contain a 
discrete value or a “don’t care’ value, e.g. represented by star 
symbol *. The denotation of a header condition is a con 
junction (i.e. Boolean "and-operator A) of all attributes not 
having a star value. Therefore, header condition CH (sqs. 
sa, Spt ... rc, rqs,) can be Written as: 

004.5 CH=(SQS-sqs.) A (SA=Sa.) A (SPT=spt.) A. . 
. A (RC-rc.) A (RQS-rqs) 

where sa, spt. . . . denote its attribute values of SQS, SA, . . 
... with the conjuncts of star valued attributes left out from CH, 
(i.e. they are set to true). The concept can be extended by 
allowing regular expressions on single attribute values, but 
simple equations can be assumed for the conditions in the 
Subsequent sections. For the following discussion, we intro 
duce a more specific notation ICS, CR, as follows: 

0046 CH=CS, CR (PCH=CSACR, 
with CS, only referring to sender attributes from AttrS and 
CR, only referring to sender attributes from AttrR. If no 
sender or receiver attribute is present, the conditions can be 
written as ICS.- or-.CR, and we call them pure sender and 
receiver conditions, respectively. Furthermore, we subsume 
conditions -.CR, and CSCR, as receiver conditions as 
they refer to at least one receiver attribute from AttrR. 
0047 Evaluation Semantics 
0048. The canonical places for evaluating sender and 
receiver header conditions are at message receipt, i.e., before 
mapping/routing, and after the mapping/routing, respec 
tively, as illustrated in FIG.3 as there are in general separate 
asynchronous steps and the messages can be kept in an inter 
nal state after message receipt for a certain amount of time. 
Note that an adapter engine 304 can be involved both on the 
sender and on the receiver side and additionally in a shortcut 
scenario without the Integration Server (known as the 
advanced adapter engine (AAE) 306). This leads to the sce 
narios shown in FIG. 3, where the (S) and (R) designations 
mean the evaluation points of the scenario conditions before 
and after the mapping/routing step. 
0049. The adapter engine 304 can only evaluate a sender 
or receiver condition when a message is already converted to 
the XI internal format. Remember that sender and receiver 
conditions are disjunctive conjuncts of a scenario condition as 
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described in section 0038. The following table summarizes 
how instead when sender and receiver conditions are evalu 
ated: 

Evaluation 
after 
mapping 
routing 

Condition Evaluation before mapping routing (S) (R) 

CS, CS CS 
—, CR false CR 
CS, CR false (minimal semantics) CS a CR 

CS (maximal semantics) 
CS m state z successful (potential Semantics) 
CS a state = Successful (integrated Semantics) 
a"CR is reached 

0050 Pure sender condition CS.- can be evaluated as CS 
at evaluation point (S) before mapping/routing as CS only 
contains sender attributes. Note that it can also be evaluated at 
evaluation point (R) provided that the sender attributes are 
propagated to (R). Correspondingly, pure receiver condition 
-CR can be evaluated at (R) as CR. However, it should be 
set to false at message receipt (S) because it cannot be verified 
without any sender attribute and, otherwise, setting it to true 
would imply that the entire scenario condition is true. 
0051. Non-pure receiver condition ICS, CR should at 
least be evaluated after mapping/routing with the combined 
condition CSACR, as only such messages are relevant in this 
scenario. However, it is not so clear whether and how this 
condition should be evaluated before the mapping/routing 
step, especially in an inbound adapter engine with a separate 
persistency layer. In some implementations, four different 
semantics can be defined as follows: 
0.052 According to the minimal semantics, condition ICS, 
CR is always evaluated as false. This implies that if this 
evaluation is also desired before the mapping, a dedicated 
pure sender condition ICS.- must be added to the scenario 
condition. 
0053 According to the maximal semantics, condition 
ICS, CR is evaluated as CS, i.e. all messages fulfilling sender 
condition CS are selected at (S) before mapping/routing. This 
implies that even messages are selected that may not fulfill 
receiver condition CR after mapping/routing. 
0054 According to the potential semantics, sender condi 
tion CS is only evaluated for messages in a non-final local 
state before the mapping/routing step, i.e. the message must 
be in a backlog or a restartable error state in the corresponding 
messaging component. Thus, messages that might fulfill CS 
A CR later are selected. 
0055 According to the integrated semantics, only mes 
sages that already fulfill CSACR after the mapping/routing 
are selected. 
0056. A further semantics called “integrated potential 
semantics’ could be defined as the union of the potential and 
the integrated semantics leading to the following evaluation 
semantics: 

0057 CSA (statez successful V (state-successful and 
“CR is reached'). 

0058. Furthermore the definitions above immediately 
imply the following containment orders of the semantics: 

0059 (minimal semantics) C (potential semantics) C 
(integrated potential semantics) C (maximal semantics) 
and 
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0060 (minimal semantics) C (integrated semantics) C 
(integrated potential semantics) C (maximal seman 
tics)" 

0061. If only one messaging component with one persis 
tency layer is involved on the inbound side (i.e. integration 
server 302 or AAE306), then the messages are never stored in 
state successful at (S). This immediately implies that the 
integrated semantics equals the minimal semantics and the 
potential semantics equals the maximal semantics then. 
0062 For an inbound adapter engine 304 with a separate 
persistency layer, the integrated semantics is perhaps the most 
intuitive, but it is quite difficult to implement as it entails a 
synchronization of the different persistency layers (e.g. inte 
gration server 302 and adapter engine 304). The other seman 
tics do not need such a look-forward mechanism and are, 
therefore, easier to implement. 
0063 For each evaluation point (S) and each scenario, the 
semantics of the message scenario definition should be con 
figurable. 
0064 Scenario Implementations 
0065. Now that the semantics of a scenario definition have 
been clarified with respect to header conditions, several 
implementation variants are discussed. For this purpose, the 
following requirements should be met: All messages belong 
ing to a messaging scenario should be selectable for display. 
Furthermore, there should be an aggregated view possible for 
each scenario with respect to the most important message 
execution states and the relevant performance data for the MC 
representation in the message status monitor and the message 
performance monitor as described in 0029 above. 
0066. To fulfill these requirements, several aspects have to 
be taken into account: 
0067. Data availability: Executed messages are stored in 
the persistency layer with most of the AttrS and AttrR values 
transparent. However, some of the sender attributes are not 
available after routing/mapping anymore neither directly rep 
resented or indirectly (so that the data can be concluded from 
other data), e.g. the sender channel or the sender interface is 
not present any more in an outbound adapter engine 304. 
Here, the implementation has to take provisions to make 
sender attributes AttrS available at evaluation point (R). 
0068 Message selection: The selection of the messages 
belonging to a scenario should be possible. This is also related 
to the data representation. 
0069 Transparency of scenario representation: There may 
be approaches where a scenario is not directly specified via 
AttrS and AttrR, but indirectly via other message fields (e.g. 
from a sender agreement most sender data can be concluded). 
0070. Efficiency of scenario aggregation: It should be pos 
sible to efficiently provide an aggregated view on a scenario 
where the messages are represented not individually, but as 
state groups. It is a design goal to reuse the already existing 
aggregation infrastructure of the status overview here which 
internally uses a hash representation and which is described 
below at 0078. 
0071. In the following, several approaches are introduced 
for implementing messaging scenarios, together with a dis 
cussion how the requirements are fulfilled. The implementa 
tion approaches are distinguished by the internal representa 
tion of the scenario definition. 
0072 Direct representation 
0073. In the direct representation approach, a scenario is 
represented directly as a set of header conditions without any 
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auxiliary data structures. In this simple approach, the above 
aspects are tackled as follows: 
0074 Data availability: For the data availability problem, 

all relevant sender and receiver attributes (Attrs and AttrR) 
must be transported and stored within all XI messaging com 
ponents (see FIG. 4). 
0075 Message selection: The scenario definition could be 
directly translated into a database selection. The selection is 
not very efficient as many database attributes are involved. 
0076 Transparency: Clearly, the transparency is prefer 
able, as the scenario definition is taken directly. 
0077 Efficiency of Scenario aggregation: Aggregation 
could be done via a direct database selection, however this is 
very inefficient and the existing aggregation infrastructure is 
not reused at all. Therefore, aggregation is a great weakness 
of this approach. 
0078. Agreement Representation 
0079. This approach is based on the principle that each 
message is assigned exactly to one sender agreement on mes 
sage receipt and to one receiver agreement after the mapping/ 
routing step. These agreements represent the sender and 
receiver attributes AttrS and AttrR completely. Thus, the 
assigned sender and receiver agreement have to be attached to 
each message at runtime and both are transported and stored 
transparently within XI messaging components. Unfortu 
nately, it is not possible to unambiguously calculate for a 
given general Scenario definition the matching sender and 
receiver agreements. For example, there can be generic 
sender agreements that apply for all messages from a certain 
sender system. Depending on the sender interface, two mes 
sages from this sender system may or may not be assigned to 
the same agreement. 
0080 Conversely, each sender and receiver agreement can 
be directly translated into a sender and receiver condition CS 
and CR, respectively. Therefore, in this approach, the condi 
tions are indirectly formulated via agreements as depicted by 
the data model shown in FIG. 5. An individual header condi 
tion is defined by a sender agreement and/or a receiver agree 
ment. However, this restricts the scenario definition as only 
certain generic values are allowed for sender and receiver 
agreements. Furthermore, the scenario definitions are more 
difficult to understand as a sender or receiver agreement has to 
be translated into the header condition. Thus, a scenario defi 
nition editor is recommended for making the scenario defini 
tions and the existing sender and receiver agreements more 
transparent. 
I0081. A further variant is to restrict scenario descriptions 
to specific agreements or even to so-called All-in-One con 
figuration objects that provide a straightforward 1-to-1 map 
ping/routing configuration without any generic values. 
I0082 One difficulty is that sender agreements are not 
obligatory for Some adapter types. This entails that, for mes 
sages being captured by a scenario definition, there must be 
configured sender agreements additionally. In this approach, 
the above aspects are tackled as follows: 
I0083 Data availability: For the data availability problem, 
the sender agreement id and the receiver agreementid (agree 
ments and agreementR) are transported and stored within XI 
messaging components (see FIG. 6). 
I0084 Message selection: The message selection can be 
efficiently done only via sender and receiver agreement data 
base attributes. It could be implemented very efficiently if 
both attributes are indexed in the database. 
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0085 Transparency: Clearly, the transparency is restricted 
because of the indirection via sender and receiver agree 
ments. A scenario definition editor could help here. On the 
other hand, the assignment of sender and receiver agreements 
directly reflects message execution leading to a more direct 
model with respect to the underlying configuration in the 
Integration directory. 
0.086 Efficiency of Scenario aggregation: Aggregation 
could be done via a direct database selection, however this is 
very inefficient and the existing concurrent aggregation infra 
structure is not reused at all. Therefore, aggregation is a great 
weakness of this approach. 
I0087 Hash Representation 
0088. This approach is based on the existing concurrent 
aggregation infrastructure of the message status overview 
functionality. Under the hash representation approach, the 
messages are aggregated according to the header attributes of 
the message by building a hash value on the record of header 
values. The hash values are always built on the complete 
record of sender and receiver attributes. 

0089. This approach can be modified by defining two hash 
values, one for the sender attributes and the other for the 
receiver attributes and both hash values are attached to the 
messages where the sender hash is calculated on message 
receipt and the receiver hashis built after the mapping/routing 
step. Both hash values (hash(attrs) and hash(attrR)) are 
attached to each message at runtime and both are transported 
and stored transparently within XI messaging components 
(see FIG. 7). Note that this pair of hash values conceptually 
constitutes a single hash value for all header attributes. 
0090 The assignment of the hash values to the sender/ 
receiver attribute records is stored in dedicated mapping 
tables in the messaging components persistency layer. 
Whenever a new hash value is calculated, this assignment to 
the header attributes is inserted in the mapping table. It is 
assumed that no clash of hash values occurs (otherwise, two 
hash values of two different hash algorithms can be taken). 
Thus, the table contains the sender hash and receiver hash 
values for message header combinations occurred so far in all 
message executions. 
0091 Under these assumptions, for a given set of already 
occurred hash values, each header condition CH, can be 
unambiguously assigned to a finite set of hash values hash 
(CH) stored in the hash table. Altogether, a scenario specifi 
cation is denoted by the union of all sets of hash values of the 
individual disjunctive header conditions: 

0092 hash(CH):=uhash(CH.) 
0093. With this approach, the selection of messages 
belonging to a certain scenario CH can easily be done by 
selecting for all hash values from hash(CH). This is also 
depicted by the data model in FIG. 8. 
0094. This assignment can be calculated statically when 
defining a scenario. However, this approach makes a synchro 
nization of the assignment necessary: Whenever a new hash 
value occurs it must also be assigned to all fulfilled scenario 
specifications accordingly. Furthermore, this approach 
requires a uniform hash function in all XI messaging compo 
nents, particularly the integration server 302 and adapter 
engine 304. In this approach, the above aspects are tackled as 
follows: 

0095 Data availability: For solving the data availability 
problem, the sender hash value and the receiver hash value are 
transported and stored within XI messaging components. 
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0096 Message selection: The message selection can be 
efficiently done only via sender and receiver hash values that 
are stored as transparent database attributes. It can be imple 
mented very efficiently if both attributes are indexed in the 
database. 
0097 Transparency: This approach is very transparent to 
the specifier of a scenario as the header conditions can be 
freely specified without restrictions. When analyzing mes 
sage flows, the corresponding hash values have to be looked 
up in the mapping table of the hash values. Here, a dedicated 
tool would be very helpful. 
0098. Efficiency of scenario aggregation: With this 
approach, the existing concurrent aggregation infrastructure 
can be reused as it is centrally based on the hash value con 
cept. Therefore, the aggregation infrastructure is integrated. 
0099 Agreement Representation with Hash Connection 
0100. This approach mainly follows the agreement repre 
sentation approach described above, but provides an addi 
tional connection to the hash representation. The header con 
ditions are defined via sender and/or receiver agreements just 
as in the ordinary agreements representation approach, but 
when the hash value is calculated during message execution, 
an additional link from the hash value to the sender or receiver 
agreement is made. The resulting data model is illustrated in 
FIG. 9. 

0101 Compared with the data model of the hash represen 
tation approach as depicted in FIG. 8, the min relationship 
between header conditions and hash values is conceptually 
transformed into two 1:n relationships to the agreements. In 
effect it is a 1:n relationship to the hash values and a (1,2):n 
relationship to the header conditions. Note that the hash val 
ues can not be statically assigned to the agreements because 
of the reasons explained in 0070. This implies that the 
relationship between the hash values and the agreements may 
change on updating an agreement with respect to attributes 
from AttrS or AttrR, but will be adapted automatically by 
continuously maintaining it during message execution. This 
approach has the same properties as the agreements approach 
with respect to data availability, message selection and trans 
parency, but has the Substantial advantage that the data aggre 
gation infrastructure can be used as each hash value can be 
assigned to a scenario. 
0102 Payload Conditions 
(0103) A payload condition CP, may consist of several 
parameter conditions CPP, to CPP, with a simple conjunc 
tive semantics: 

0104 CPi—CPPA CPPA... A CPP 
I0105. Each parameter condition CPP is described by the 
following scalar data that can also be stored in a database 
table: 

0106 interface type (sender/receiver) 
0.107 parameter name 
0.108 boolean operand 
0109 parameter value 

10110. The semantics of a parameter condition CPP (it, 
pn, op. pv) is simply the Boolean value: 

0111. pn oppv 
where pn is a parameter name of the corresponding sender 
interface (sis, sin) or receiver interface (ris, rin) respec 
tively, depending on its type. This implies that the corre 
sponding interfaces are given in the associated header condi 
tion and do not have a star value. This can be checked or 
guaranteed by the editor where the scenarios are defined. 
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0112. As a payload condition either refers to a sender or a 
receiver interface via a corresponding header condition and, 
thus, only extends one of the schematic conditions CS, -. 
-CR or CSCR, the evaluation semantics described above 
at 0043 can be applied without modification. 
0113. When payload conditions are evaluated, perfor 
mance considerations have to be made because the extraction 
of the relevant payload data may be costly, e.g. for a very large 
payload. Relevant payload data could be extracted during 
receipt and mapping steps when the payload is read anyway 
and could be stored separately with the message so that a 
further scanning of the payload is not necessary any more at 
the evaluation points (S) and (R). 
0114. Some or all of the functional operations described in 

this specification can be implemented in digital electronic 
circuitry, or in computer Software, firmware, or hardware, 
including the structures disclosed in this specification and 
their structural equivalents, or in combinations of them. 
Embodiments of the invention can be implemented as one or 
more computer program products, i.e., one or more modules 
of computer program instructions encoded on a computer 
readable medium, e.g., a machine readable storage device, a 
machine readable storage medium, a memory device, or a 
machine-readable propagated signal, for execution by, or to 
control the operation of data processing apparatus. 
0115. When payload conditions are evaluated, perfor 
mance considerations have to be made because the extraction 
of the relevant payload data may be costly, e.g. for a very large 
payload. Relevant payload data could be extracted during 
receipt and mapping steps when the payload is read anyway 
and could be stored separately with the message so that a 
further scanning of the payload is not necessary any more at 
the evaluation points (S) and (R). 
0116. The term “data processing apparatus' encompasses 

all apparatus, devices, and machines for processing data, 
including by way of example a programmable processor, a 
computer, or multiple processors or computers. The appara 
tus can include, in addition to hardware, code that creates an 
execution environment for the computer program in question, 
e.g., code that constitutes processor firmware, a protocol 
Stack, a database management System, an operating System, 
or a combination of them. A propagated signal is an artifi 
cially generated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, 
optical, or electromagnetic signal, that is generated to encode 
information for transmission to Suitable receiver apparatus. 
0117. A computer program (also referred to as a program, 
Software, an application, a Software application, a Script, or 
code) can be written in any form of programming language, 
including compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be 
deployed in any form, including as a stand alone program or 
as a module, component, Subroutine, or other unit Suitable for 
use in a computing environment. A computer program does 
not necessarily correspond to a file in a file system. A program 
can be stored in a portion of a file that holds other programs or 
data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a markup language 
document), in a single file dedicated to the program in ques 
tion, or in multiple coordinated files (e.g., files that store one 
or more modules, Sub programs, or portions of code). A 
computer program can be deployed to be executed on one 
computer or on multiple computers that are located at one site 
or distributed across multiple sites and interconnected by a 
communication network. 
0118. The processes and logic flows described in this 
specification can be performed by one or more programmable 
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processors executing one or more computer programs to per 
form functions by operating on input data and generating 
output. The processes and logic flows can also be performed 
by, and apparatus can also be implementedas, special purpose 
logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) 
or an ASIC (application specific integrated circuit). 
0119 Processors suitable for the execution of a computer 
program include, by way of example, both general and special 
purpose microprocessors, and any one or more processors of 
any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will 
receive instructions and data from a read only memory or a 
random access memory or both. The essential elements of a 
computer are a processor for executing instructions and one 
or more memory devices for storing instructions and data. 
Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively 
coupled to, a communication interface to receive data from or 
transfer data to, or both, one or more mass storage devices for 
storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto optical disks, or optical 
disks. 
I0120 Moreover, a computer can be embedded in another 
device, e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant 
(PDA), a mobile audio player, a Global Positioning System 
(GPS) receiver, to name just a few. Information carriers suit 
able for embodying computer program instructions and data 
include all forms of non Volatile memory, including by way of 
example semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, 
EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnetic disks, e.g., 
internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto optical disks; 
and CD ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the 
memory can be Supplemented by, or incorporated in, special 
purpose logic circuitry. 
I0121 To provide for interaction with a user, embodiments 
of the invention can be implemented on a computer having a 
display device, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid 
crystal display) monitor, for displaying information to the 
user and a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or a 
trackball, by which the user can provide input to the com 
puter. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for 
interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback pro 
vided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback, e.g., 
visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; and 
input from the user can be received in any form, including 
acoustic, speech, or tactile input. 
0.122 Embodiments of the invention can be implemented 
in a computing system that includes a back end component, 
e.g., as a data server, or that includes a middleware compo 
nent, e.g., an application server, or that includes a front end 
component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user 
interface or a Web browser through which a user can interact 
with an implementation of the invention, or any combination 
of such back end, middleware, or front end components. The 
components of the system can be interconnected by any form 
or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a communi 
cation network. Examples of communication networks 
include a local area network (“LAN”) and a wide area net 
work (“WAN), e.g., the Internet. 
I0123. The computing system can include clients and serv 
ers. A client and server are generally remote from each other 
and typically interact through a communication network. The 
relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer 
programs running on the respective computers and having a 
client-server relationship to each other. 
0.124 Certain features which, for clarity, are described in 
this specification in the context of separate embodiments, 
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may also be provided in combination in a single embodiment. 
Conversely, various features which, for brevity, are described 
in the context of a single embodiment, may also be provided 
in multiple embodiments separately or in any suitable Sub 
combination. Moreover, although features may be described 
above as acting in certain combinations and even initially 
claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed com 
bination can in Some cases be excised from the combination, 
and the claimed combination may be directed to a Subcom 
bination or variation of a Subcombination. 
0125 Particular embodiments of the invention have been 
described. Other embodiments are within the scope of the 
following claims. For example, the steps recited in the claims 
can be performed in a different order and still achieve desir 
able results. In addition, embodiments of the invention are not 
limited to database architectures that are relational; for 
example, the invention can be implemented to provide index 
ing and archiving methods and systems for databases built on 
models other than the relational model, e.g., navigational 
databases or object oriented databases, and for databases 
having records with complex attribute structures, e.g., object 
oriented programming objects or markup language docu 
ments. The processes described may be implemented by 
applications specifically performing archiving and retrieval 
functions or embedded within other applications. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method for monitoring mes 

sages being exchanged at runtime between two or more appli 
cations via a message exchange infrastructure, the method 
comprising: 

providing a scenario definition for one or more messages, 
the scenario definition including a number of Scenario 
conditions that are associated with a set of Scenario 
attributes related to the message header and/or message 
payload; 

enriching a message format of the one or more messages at 
runtime with an associated set of Scenario attributes. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing a 
selection for the message exchange infrastructure of the one 
or more messages according to the scenario attributes. 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising integrating 
the scenario attributes of the selected one or more messages 
into an aggregation infrastructure. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the scenario definition is 
represented as a set of header conditions without auxiliary 
data structures. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the scenario conditions 
include an assignment of each message to one sender agree 
ment on message receipt. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the scenario conditions 
further include anassignment of each message to one receiver 
agreement after the message has been mapped and routed to 
the one receiver. 

7. The method of claim 3, integrating the scenario 
attributes of the selected one or more messages into an aggre 
gation infrastructure further includes aggregating the one or 
more messages according to header attributes via a hash value 
built from the header attribute values. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the payload conditions 
includes one or more parameters defined for the content of 
each message. 

9. A computer program product, embodied in machine 
readable instruction code, for monitoring messages being 
exchanged at runtime between two or more applications via a 
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message exchange infrastructure, the machine-instruction 
code including instructions that cause a computer system to: 

provide a scenario definition for one or more messages, the 
Scenario definition including a number of scenario con 
ditions that are associated with a set of scenario 
attributes related to the message header and/or message 
payload; 

enrich a message format of the one or more messages at 
runtime with an associated set of Scenario attributes. 

10. The computer program product of claim 9, the 
machine-instruction code further including instructions that 
cause the computer system to provide a selection for the 
message exchange infrastructure of the one or more messages 
according to the scenario attributes. 

11. The computer program product of claim 10, the 
machine-instruction code further including instructions that 
cause the computer system to integrate the scenario attributes 
of the selected one or more messages into an aggregation 
infrastructure. 

12. The computer program product of claim 9, wherein the 
scenario definition is represented as a set of header conditions 
without auxiliary data structures. 

13. The computer program product of claim 9, wherein the 
scenario conditions include an assignment of each message to 
one sender agreement on message receipt. 

14. The computer program product of claim 13, wherein 
the scenario conditions further include an assignment of each 
message to one receiver agreement after the message has been 
mapped and routed to the one receiver. 

15. The computer program product of claim 11, the 
machine-instruction code further including instructions that 
cause the computer system to aggregate the one or more 
messages according to header attributes via a hash value built 
from the header attribute values. 

16. The computer program product of claim 9, wherein the 
payload conditions includes one or more parameters defined 
for the content of each message. 

17. A computer-implemented method for monitoring mes 
sages being exchanged at runtime between two or more appli 
cations via a message exchange infrastructure, the method 
comprising: 

defining a scenario for each of one or more messages, the 
Scenario including a number of conditions that are asso 
ciated with a set of attributes related to the message 
header and/or message payload; 

enriching each of the one or more messages at runtime with 
data representing the scenario. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising selecting at 
least one of the one or more messages according to the sce 
nario. 

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising integrating 
the attributes of the selected one or more messages into an 
aggregation infrastructure. 

20. The method of claim 17, wherein the scenario is defined 
as a set of header conditions without auxiliary data structures. 

21. The method of claim 17, wherein the conditions include 
an assignment of each message to one sender agreement on 
message receipt. 

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the conditions further 
include an assignment of each message to one receiver agree 
ment after the message has been mapped and routed to the one 
receiver. 


